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Recent computational models suggest that visual input from optic flow provides information about egocentric
(navigator-centered) motion and influences firing patterns in spatially tuned cells during navigation. Computa-
tionally, self-motion cues can be extracted from optic flow during navigation. Despite the importance of optic
flow to navigation, a functional link between brain regions sensitive to optic flow and brain regions important
for navigation has not been established in either humans or animals. Here, we used a beta-series correlation
methodology coupled with two fMRI tasks to establish this functional link during goal-directed navigation in
humans. Functionally defined optic flow sensitive cortical areas V3A, V6, and hMT+were used as seed regions.
fMRI datawas collected during a navigation task inwhich participants updated position and orientation based on
self-motion cues to successfully navigate to an encoded goal location. The results demonstrate that goal-directed
navigation requiring updating of position and orientation in the first person perspective involves a cooperative
interaction between optic flow sensitive regions V3A, V6, and hMT+ and the hippocampus, retrosplenial cortex,
posterior parietal cortex, and medial prefrontal cortex. These functional connections suggest a dynamic interac-
tion between these systems to support goal-directed navigation.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Utilization of self-motion cues during first person perspective navi-
gation to track changes in position and orientation relies heavily on
the accurate perception of optic flow, the pattern of relative visual
motion between the observer and environment. Humans and animals
are able to spatially code their movement by monitoring self-motion
to track changes in position and orientation, mechanisms that comprise
a process known as path integration (McNaughton et al., 2006;Wolbers
et al., 2007; Chrastil, 2013; Arnold et al., 2014). It has been proposed
that optic flow is important for path integration because it provides in-
formation about the navigator's movement through the environment
(Kearns et al., 2002; Hasselmo, 2009; Tcheang et al., 2011; Raudies
et al., 2012). fMRI and psychophysical experiments have used optic
flow localizers to identify human cortical areas selective for processing
flow motion, including areas V3A and V6 (Tootell et al., 1997; Seiffert
et al., 2003; Cardin and Smith, 2010; Pitzalis et al., 2006, 2010) and
the human motion complex (hMT+) (Tootell et al., 1997; Seiffert
et al., 2003; Duffy, 2009). Functional connections between brain regions
d Brain, Boston University, 2
sensitive to optic flow and navigationally responsive regions may sup-
port successful navigation in sparse, landmark-free environments, in
which self-motion cues play an important role.

Spatially tuned cells in the rodent represent position andhead orien-
tation during navigation. Hippocampal place cells increase their firing
rates during movement in specific locations in their environment
(O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971), entorhinal grid cells code arrays of
locations (Hafting et al., 2005), and headdirection cells are tuned to spe-
cific headingdirections (Taube et al., 1990). Computationalmodels have
used external cues from the environment to drive persistent spiking of
head direction cells, which update grid cell responses that, in turn, up-
date hippocampal place cell activity (Hasselmo, 2009) (Fig. 1). Alterna-
tively, optic flow can drive border cells that directly drive place cells or
place cells could be driven by egocentric (navigator-centered) angle of
visual features combined with knowledge of allocentric (environ-
ment-centered) head direction. Recent models indicate that visual
input from optic flow provides information about egocentric motion
and influences firing patterns in spatially tuned cells including border
cells during rodent navigation (Raudies et al., 2012; Raudies and
Hasselmo, 2012). Head direction cells have been found in the rodent
retrosplenial cortex (Chen et al., 1994; Cho and Sharp, 2001), suggesting
that this region could support updating head orientation during move-
ment. Since previous rodent research indicates that the hippocampus
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Fig. 1. Simplifiedmodel adapted fromHasselmo (2009) depicting howopticflow input in-
fluences spatially tuned cells. Optic flow information drives head direction cells to main-
tain the direction and speed of a trajectory. Head direction and speed cells drive grid cell
responses in the entorhinal cortex that in turn update place cells in the hippocampus. Al-
ternatively, optic flow can also influence border cell activity (Raudies and Hasselmo,
2012), and border cells can directly update place cell responses (Hartley et al., 2000).
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and retrosplenial cortex support position and head orientation
updating, these areas may be functionally connected with optic flow
sensitive regions during navigation relying on self-motion cues. How-
ever, a functional link between brain regions sensitive to optic flow
and navigationally responsive regions has not yet been established in
animals or humans. Based on these animal and computational models,
we predicted that regions sensitive to optic flow – areas V3A, V6, and
hMT+ – would be functionally connected with navigationally respon-
sive regions, including hippocampus and retrosplenial cortex, during
first person navigation in humans.

In the current fMRI study, we localized cortical brain regions respon-
sive to optic flow motion and then determined whether these regions
were functionally connected with navigationally responsive brain re-
gions identified during first person perspective (FPP) navigation. The
functional connectivity methods we employed (Rissman et al., 2004)
rely on the assumption that a correlation of the BOLD signal between re-
gions of interest and other regions of the brain indicates a functional
interaction between the regions. A significant functional connection
suggests a task-dependent coherence between regions based on trial-
by-trial BOLD fluctuations relating to the task. This method does not
imply that there is a direct anatomical connection between two brain
regions. Since 2004 (Rissman et al., 2004), the beta series correlation
method has been used extensively across a variety of different cognitive
processes, from interregional interactions during working memory and
navigational paradigms (Gazzaley et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2012) to
establishing functional connections during resting state that mirror
known structural connectivity (Greicius et al., 2009; Scholvinck et al.,
2010), to characterizing brain connectivity in clinical populations
(Lesh et al., 2011; Fornito et al., 2012).

In our navigation task, participants viewed a map of a landmark-
deprived environment indicating the start and goal locations and then
utilized these survey-level spatial representations to actively navigate
the environment in either FPP or Survey (Bird's eye) perspectives
(Sherrill et al., 2013). The goal of this study was to examine functional
connections between brain regions sensitive to optic flow (areas V3A,
V6, and hMT+) and brain regions that support spatial navigation in
humans, including the hippocampus and retrosplenial cortex, thus pro-
viding evidence for a link between empirical and computational models
of navigation.

Methods and materials

Participants

Twenty-three participants were recruited for this study from the
Boston University community. All participants were right-handed and
had self-reported experience playing video games. Written informed
consent was obtained from each participant prior to enrollment in
accordance with the experimental protocol approved by both the
Boston University Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board
and the Partners Human Research Committee.

Three participants were eliminated from the final analysis due to ex-
cessive motion during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
scanning while two additional participants were eliminated due to
technical issues during the scanning sessions. Each participant complet-
ed a navigation task designed to examine goal-directed navigation using
path integration mechanisms (Sherrill et al., 2013) and an optic flow
paradigm contrasting coherent and egocentric flow field visual motion
with non-coherent, random motion processing (Seiffert et al., 2003;
Pitzalis et al., 2010; Putcha et al., 2014). Our whole-brain analysis in-
cluded participants who scored at least 50% correct on all trials in each
perspective of the navigation task in order to maintain a minimum
number of correct trials for analysis. Four participants were excluded
due to poor performance on the navigation task. Fourteen participants
were included in the final functional connectivity analysis (mean age
23.214 ± 3.26 (SD); 9 males, 5 females).

Virtual navigation task environment

Detailed information about the navigation paradigm can be found in
our earlier fMRI publication (Sherrill et al., 2013). Briefly, participants
were shown a survey representation of their start location, heading di-
rection, and a goal location. Following a delay, the participants actively
navigated to the encoded goal location using a button box. Panda3D
Software (Entertainment Technology Center, Carnegie Mellon Universi-
ty, PA) was used to create a virtual environment consisting of an open
field extending in all directions towards the horizon and sky (ortho-
graphic lens, 130 × 130 film size) (Fig. 2). There were no distal land-
marks or distinguishing proximal landmarks that participants could
use to orient themselves within the environment. One virtual unit rep-
resented 0.5 m in the virtual environment. Short, circular columns
(radius six virtual units, height 0.15 virtual units) were placed upon
the floor of the open field to prevent participants from moving directly
to the goal location. Thus, navigational routes arced around the col-
umns, encouraging active computation andmaintenance of orientation.

Participants navigated through the environment using a button re-
sponse box. Navigation occurred in one of three visual perspectives:
first person perspective (FPP), third person perspective (TPP), or Survey
perspective (Fig. 2). For the current study, FPP and Survey perspectives
were included in the analysis (see Sherrill et al., 2013 for univariate
results for FPP vs. TPP navigation). In both perspectives, movement
speed was held constant at 5 virtual units per second. In the FPP, the
participant's perspective was set at a height of two virtual units. The
field of view during FPP navigation was restricted to the scene in front
of the participant, consistent with the definition of first person perspec-
tive. Optic flow was representative of what a person walking through
the environment would experience. In the Survey perspective, the par-
ticipant steered a vehicle to the goal location from a fixed, survey-level
perspective looking directly down at the 0,0,0 coordinate (Fig. 2). Thus,
there was no optic flow representative of self-motion during Survey
perspective navigation.

Training procedures

One day prior to scanning, participants were trained on the naviga-
tion task. In the task, they encoded start and goal locations from a
survey-level map perspective and then translated this spatial represen-
tation into accurate, goal-directed navigation from a FPP, TPP, or Survey
perspective (Sherrill et al., 2013). Participants were informed that fol-
lowing the navigation task they would complete an optic flow para-
digm, but no pre-training on the optic flow paradigm was necessary.
Participants were given a practice run to refamiliarize themselves
with the navigation task and keyboard controls prior to being placed
in the scanner.



Fig. 2. Navigation task paradigm. A) Survey perspective of the vehicle (blue) that was guided by participants to the goal location (yellow dot). Expanded view displays the vehicle as
depicted in the navigation phase with green arrow showing orientation in the environment. B) During the two-second map presentation, participants were shown a survey-level repre-
sentation of the environment with their start location, heading direction (blue arrow overlaid on vehicle), and goal location clearly marked. Map presentation was followed by a delay,
duringwhichparticipantsmadeno response. Following thedelaywas an eight second navigation phase requiring active navigation to the goal location inwhichmovement occurred either
in the first person perspective (FPP) or a Survey perspective.
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Experimental tasks

Navigation task
Each trial consisted of map presentation, delay, and navigation

phases, followed by an inter-trial interval (ITI). Trials of the FPP, TPP,
and Survey perspective conditions were presented in an interleaved,
randomized order. During the two-second map presentation, partici-
pants were shown a survey representation of the environment with
their start location, heading direction, and goal location clearly marked.
Themap presentation phasewas followed by a ten second delay, during
which participants made no response. Following the delay was an eight
secondnavigation phase requiring active navigation to the encoded goal
location. Participantswere instructed to recall the goal location andnav-
igate to its precise location. The goal location was not visible during the
navigation phase, and no feedback was given as to whether the partici-
pant successfully reached the goal location. A trial was considered cor-
rect if participants' trajectories during the navigation phase came
within a radius of three virtual units from the goal location. The distance
between the start location and goal location was on average 25.78 ±
1.61 (SD) virtual units across all trials. Therefore, three virtual units cor-
respond to 11.6% of the average distance between the start and goal lo-
cation. Each navigation phase was followed by an ITI (four to twelve
second duration, averaging 8 s) in which participants viewed a fixation
point in the center of a black screen. Collinearity between the navigation
phase and ITIwas reduced by varying the length of the ITI (b0.1), ensur-
ing a high degree of discriminability between phases. Critically, no
distinguishing landmarks, distal cues, or goal location markers were
present in the environment. This required participants to rely on stimuli
such as self-motion cues from optic flow in order to execute their
planned route during ground-level navigation. Participants did not
know the trial type (FPP, TPP, or Survey perspective navigation) until
the start of the navigation phase. During scanning, participants per-
formed ten runs of the navigation task composed of twelve trials per
run. The order of the trials was counterbalanced across runs (run dura-
tion: 5 min and 52 s; TR = 2 s), and the order of runs was randomized
across participants. There were forty trials per trial type.
Optic flow localizer
Following the navigation task, each scanning session included six

runs of the functional optic flow localizer. Each functional run (run du-
ration: 4 min and 24 s; TR = 2 s) consisted of 8 cycles of 16-second
alternating blocks of flowmotion (termed “Flow”) and randommotion
(termed “Random”) conditions. The order of the first presentation con-
dition (Flow or Random) alternated across participants. Flow and ran-
dom motion were created using two thousand moving white dots
(each 2 arc-min × 2 arc-min; dot duration= 500ms) presented within
a circular aperture of 10.5° by 16.7° (height × width). Dot density was
4.14 dots per cm2. Dot speed was scaled with the radial distance from
the focus of expansion/contraction. In the flow condition, all dots
moved with a coherent expansion/contraction direction and/or consis-
tent rotation direction about the central fixation cross. The expansion
and contraction of optic flow changed several times per block of the
Flow condition. Eightmini-blockswere included for eachflow condition
block, alternating between clockwise and counterclockwise flow during
inward and outward contraction/expansionmovement of dots (Fig. 3A).
In the random condition, the dot speed was equivalent to the flow
condition, yet the direction of dotmovementwas random,without a co-
herent direction or center of expansion/contraction (Fig. 3B). Partici-
pants were instructed for all conditions to maintain fixation on a small
crosshair in the center of the screen. The optic flow task used here
was based on the task developed by and described in Pitzalis et al.
(2010). Visual stimuli were presented with VisionEgg (Straw, 2008)
and were projected onto a rear-projection screen.
Image acquisition

Images were acquired at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Bio-
medical Imaging, Massachusetts General Hospital in Charlestown, MA
using a 3 T Siemens MAGNETOM TrioTim scanner with a 32-channel
Tim Matrix head coil. A high-resolution T1-weighted multi-planar
rapidly acquired gradient echo (MP-RAGE) structural scan was ac-
quired using Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisitions



Fig. 3. Optic flow stimuli depiction. The length of the arrows corresponds with dot speed;
dot speed increases with greater distance from the center focus. A) Illustration of optic
flowmotion (Flow) stimuli that simulated coherentmotion using dot fields. This example
motion field depicts expansion optic flow motion simulating forward self-motion.
Motion fields could also show contraction opticflowmotion simulating backwardmotion,
clockwise radial flow induced by counterclockwise rotation about a center focus, or coun-
terclockwise rotation induced by clockwise rotation about a center focus. B) Illustration of
non-coherentmotion (Random) stimuli using dotsmoving at the same speeds as the Flow
condition, but the direction of movement is random.
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(GRAPPA) (TR= 2530ms; TE= 3.31ms; flip angle= 7°; slices = 176;
resolution = 1 mm isotropic).

Images for the Navigation task were acquired first. T2*-weighted
BOLD images were acquired using an Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) se-
quence (TR = 2000 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 85°; slices = 33,
resolution = 3.4 × 3.4 × 3.4 mm, interslice gap of 0.5 mm). Functional
image slices were aligned parallel to the long axis of the hippocampus.

Images for the optic flow paradigm were acquired immediately
following the navigation task; participants were not taken out of
the scanner between scans. T2*-weighted BOLD fMRI data was ac-
quired during visual stimuli presentation (TR = 2000 ms; TE =
30 ms; FA = 90°; slices = 32; resolution = 4 × 4 × 4 mm). Functional
image slices were aligned parallel to the anterior–posterior commissur-
al line.
fMRI pre-processing

Functional imaging data were preprocessed and statically analyzed
using the SPM8 software package (Statistical Parametric Mapping,
Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). All BOLD
images were first reoriented so the origin (i.e. coordinate xyz = [0, 0,
0]) was at the anterior commissure. The images were then corrected
for differences in slice timing and were realigned to the first image
collected within a series. Motion correction was conducted next and
included realigning and unwarping the BOLD images to the first image
in the series in order to correct for image distortions caused by
susceptibility-by-movement interactions (Andersson et al., 2001).
Realignment was estimated using 7th degree B-spline interpolation
with no wrapping while unwarp reslicing was done using 7th degree
B-spline interpolation with no wrapping. The high-resolution structural
image was then coregistered to the mean BOLD image created during
motion correction and segmented into white and gray matter images.
The bias-corrected structural image and coregistered BOLD images
were spatially normalized into standardMontreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) space using the Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration using
Exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL) algorithm (Ashburner, 2007) for
improved inter-subject registration. BOLD images were resampled dur-
ing normalization to 2 mm3 isotropic voxels and smoothed using a
6 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel. The normalized
structural images of all fourteen participants were averaged after nor-
malization for displaying overlays of functional data.
Data analysis

Behavioral data analysis
To compare overall performance between the FPP and Survey

perspective experimental conditions, a paired-samples t-test was run
comparing accuracy in the two conditions. Behavioral analyses were
completed using PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). Only suc-
cessful navigation trials were included in the subsequent analyses
exploring functional connectivity between optic flow sensitive and
navigationally-responsive brain regions.

fMRI analysis
For the optic flow paradigm, trials were analyzed in a block design

format. Conditions were classified as either “flow” or “random”. Blocks
for each conditionwere constructed as a series of squarewaves, termed
“boxcars”. Each block was modeled as a 16-second boxcar defined by
the onset of the condition. Analysis was based on amixed-effects gener-
al linearmodel in SPM8. To capture activation response to coherentflow
motion that was not responsive to random motion, contrast images
were created contrasting the Flow compared to Random conditions
(Flow N Random) within each participant. Group-averaged statistical
parametric maps (SPMs) were created by entering the Flow against
Random conditions (Flow N Random) contrast images from each partic-
ipant into a one-sample t-test using participant as a random factor.

For each analysis, a voxel-wise statistical threshold of p b 0.01 was
applied to the whole brain contrast maps. To correct for multiple
comparisons, we applied a cluster-extent threshold technique. The
AlphaSim program in the AFNI software package (http://afni.nimh.nih.
gov/afni/) was used to conduct a 10,000 iteration, 6mmautocorrelation
Monte Carlo simulation analysis on voxels within the group functional
brain space using the ResMS header file (172,761 voxels). From this
analysis, a minimum voxel extent of 145 was determined to maintain
a family-wise error rate of p b 0.01.

fMRI functional connectivity analysis

Region of interest (“seed” region) selection
A group-averaged statistical parametric map of brain regions sensi-

tive to optic flowwas generated from the optic flow paradigm contrast-
ing Flow and Random motion (see above). We used this optic flow
activation map to localize seed regions for the functional connectivity
analysis. Prior neuroimaging studies have identified human cortical
areas that are responsive to opticflowmotion, specifically visual cortical
areas V3A and V6 and hMT+. Area V3A, located inferior to the parieto-
occipital sulcus, is highly selective for processing visual motion (Tootell
et al., 1997; Seiffert et al., 2003; Pitzalis et al., 2010). Human area V6, like
macaque area V6, is located in the dorsal parieto-occipital sulcus
(Pitzalis et al., 2006). Area V6 in humans has been described as selec-
tively responding to expanding egocentric flow field visual motion in-
formation in humans, which simulates forward motion (Pitzalis et al.,
2006, 2010; Cardin and Smith, 2010).Macaque studies have established
that the medial superior temporal (MST) area accounts for heading in-
formation derived from optic flow, suggesting a role in self-motion pro-
cessing based on visual cues (Logan and Duffy, 2006; Bremmer et al.,
2010). The human motion complex (hMT+), a homolog of macaque
area MST (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002), is located in the pos-
terior region of the middle temporal gyrus and is activated by subjects
making estimates of heading direction (Peuskens et al., 2001) and has
been characterized as extracting coherent motion cues selective for
self-motion (Rust et al., 2006; Cardin and Smith, 2010, 2011; Pitzalis
et al., 2010).

Seed regionswere drawn as 5mmspherical ROIs centered on a peak
activated voxel in the flowmotion SPM (Flow N Random). The V3A seed
region was centered on peak coordinates (Left: −16,−84,24; Right:
22,−84,20), and the V6 seed region was centered on peak coordinates
(Left: −12,−80,32; Right: 22,−84,32), as shown in Fig. 4. The hMT+
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Fig. 4. Functional connectivity seed regions. Seed region locations based on brain areas activated during the optic flow paradigm contrasting Flow and Randommotion (Flow N Random).
Red and blue circles indicate bilateral visual cortical areas V3A and V6 seed regions, respectively. The seed region in the right human motion complex (hMT+) is shown in green.
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seed region was centered on peak coordinates (44,−62,2) from our
whole brain activation map for flow motion (Flow N Random) (Fig. 4).
Our hMT+ seed region has similar coordinates to a human fMRI study
in which hMT+ was activated during a triangle completion path inte-
gration task (Wolbers et al., 2007). Although our optic flow task signif-
icantly activated bilateral hMT+ regions at a lower statistical threshold
(p b 0.05), only the right hMT+region survived our strict cluster correc-
tion of the Flow motion SPM (Flow N Random) (p b 0.01 voxel extent
with p b 0.01 cluster significance); therefore, a right hemisphere seed
region was specified in our analysis. Our seed regions were consistent
in anatomical location with boundaries described in previous neuroim-
aging studies (Tootell et al., 1997; Swisher et al., 2007; Wandell et al.,
2007; Wolbers et al., 2007; Pitzalis et al., 2010; Putcha et al., 2014).

Beta series correlation analysis
Functional connectivity analyses were conducted using the beta se-

ries correlation analysis method (Rissman et al., 2004), which our lab
has used previously in memory and navigation studies (Ross et al.,
2009; Brown et al., 2012). The beta series correlation method utilizes
the univariate fMRI data analysis so that parameter estimates, or beta
weights, reflecting the magnitude of the task-related blood oxygen
level dependent (BOLD) responses are estimated for each trial. There-
fore, the beta series correlation analysis requires that the individual
trials of events examined in the functional connectivity analysis be
modeled separately. The beta series correlation functional connectivity
analysis method relies on the assumption that the degree of similarity
(correlation strength) between the fluctuations of parameter estimates
across trials extracted from regions of interest serves as a metric of the
functional interaction between the regions (Rissman et al., 2004). Two
brain regions (for example, an optic flow responsive region and a
navigationally responsive region) may both significantly increase their
activation, on average, across trials for a particular experimentalmanip-
ulation, but still lack any coherence between their trial-by-trial re-
sponses to the task. Conversely, it is possible for a brain region to have
significant task-dependent coherence across trials with another region,
without necessarily increasing its average activity level. Using the beta
series correlation functional connectivity analysis method, we deter-
mined correlations of our respective seed regions' beta series with the
beta series of all other voxels in the brain for the navigation phase and
intertrial interval (ITI). The beta series correlation analysis generates
raw correlation (r) maps, which are transformed into z-maps. For
more details and validation of the beta-series correlation method, see
Rissman et al. (2004).

Our functional connectivity analysis was restricted to two phases of
the task, the navigation phase and the intertrial interval (ITI). Our inter-
est was in analyzing successful navigation, so only trials in which the
participant successfully reached the goal locationwere included. The in-
dividual trials for the navigation phase and ITI for successful trials in
each condition (FPP or Survey perspective) were modeled separately
with their own regressor for inclusion in the functional connectivity
analysis. The number of regressors in each participant's model varied
based on the number of successful trials in each condition, but there
were the same number of regressors for the navigation phase and ITI
for a given condition. Because there were 40 trials per condition (FPP
or Survey perspective navigation), a participant with 100% performance
on the task would have 40 successful FPP navigation phase regressors,
40 ITI regressors from successful FPP navigation trials, 40 successful Sur-
vey navigation phase regressors, and 40 ITI regressors from successful
Survey navigation trials.

To accurately capture variancewithin the task, all other covariates of
non-interest were collapsed into regressors based on condition, task
phase, and trial success, similar to modeling for a traditional univariate
fMRI analysis. Trials in which the participant was unsuccessful in navi-
gating to the goal location were modeled into 4 regressors to represent
unsuccessful trials during the navigation phase and ITI for the FPP
and Survey conditions. Two additional time periods of the task were
modeled: the map presentation and the delay period. These two factors
were each separately modeled with four regressors: successful trials in
the FPP condition, unsuccessful trials in the FPP condition, successful
trials in the Survey condition, and unsuccessful trials in the Survey
condition. Data was also collected for trials in which navigation oc-
curred from a third person perspective (TPP) (Sherrill et al., 2013), but
for the current study, only FPP and Survey perspective trials were
used. To accurately capture any variance due to the presence of TPP tri-
als, 8 regressors were included for the successful and unsuccessful trials
phases (Map Presentation, Delay, Navigation Phase, and ITI) for the TPP
condition. Finally, the six motion parameters calculated during motion
correction were added to the model as additional covariates of no
interest. In total, a participant with 100% successful trials would have a
design matrix containing 182 regressors (160 for the beta series corre-
lation analysis of the navigation phase and ITI of FPP and Survey condi-
tions, and 22 regressors for remaining task components and noise
sources). Regressors from the task were modeled as square waves, or
“boxcars”. Boxcar onsets were defined by the onset of each event and
extended for the duration of the event (eight seconds for the Navigation
Phase and a four to twelve second variable duration for the ITI). These
parameters were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response
function in SPM8.

Participant-specific parameter estimates were calculated for each
regressor using the least squares solution of the general linear model
(GLM) approach in SPM8. An SPM8 default 0.008 Hz high-pass filter
was used during first level model specification to remove very slow
drifts in signal over time. The parameter estimates for trials within
each condition of interest were concatenated to form a “beta series”.
The beta series functional connectivity method assumes that the
degree of similarity (correlation strength) between the fluctuations of
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parameter estimates across trials between two voxels serves as ametric
for the functional interaction between the voxels. Using a custom
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) script (Rissman et al., 2004), we de-
termined correlations between the respective beta series for our seed
regions of visual regions V3A and V6 and hMT+ and all other voxels
in the brain during the navigation phase and ITI for the FPP and Survey
conditions. Condition-specific whole brain correlation maps were ob-
tained by calculating the correlation of the seed region's beta series
with that of all other voxels in the brain. Thebeta series correlation anal-
ysis generates raw correlation (r) maps, which are then transformed
into z maps using an arc-hyperbolic tangent transform to allow statisti-
cal comparisons between correlation magnitudes.

Functional connectivity specifically related to successful navigation
in either the FPP and Survey perspective was assessed by comparing
the navigation phase z-transformed correlation maps to the ITI z-
transformed correlation maps for each individual participant using
paired t-tests in SPM8 (i.e. FPP navigation phase N FPP ITI). For each
analysis, a voxel-wise statistical threshold of p b 0.01 was applied to
the whole brain contrast maps. To correct for multiple comparisons,
we applied a cluster-extent threshold technique. The AlphaSim pro-
gram in the AFNI software package (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/)
was used to conduct a 10,000 iteration, 6 mm autocorrelation Monte
Carlo simulation analysis on voxels within the group functional brain
space using the ResMS header file (176,189 voxels). From this analysis,
a minimum voxel extent of 145 was determined to maintain a family-
wise error rate of p b 0.01.

Results

Behavioral data

We examined navigation performance and accuracy when navigat-
ing in both the first person perspective (FPP) and Survey perspectives.
Table 1
Brain regions functionally connected with left and right V3A seed regions during navigation fro
dinates reflect cluster-center voxels. T-values reflect a statistical threshold of p b 0.01. Activation
minimum cluster size of 145 voxels.

Contrast Seed region Area

FPP navigation Left V3A Hippocampus (head)
Phase N ITI Hippocampus (body)

Retrosplenial cortex
Posterior parietal cortex
Precuneus
Superior parietal lobule
Angular gyrus
Medial prefrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus (BA 9)
Superior frontal gyrus (BA 6)
Inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45)
Insula
Amygdala
Middle temporal gyrus/temporal pole

Right V3A Retrosplenial cortex
Precuneus
Superior parietal lobule
Angular gyrus
Medial prefrontal cortex
Superior frontal gyrus (BA 9)
Middle temporal gyrus/temporal pole

Survey navigation Left V3A Primary motor cortex/precentral gyrus
Phase N ITI Insula

Inferior frontal gyrus
Right V3A Primary motor cortex/precentral gyrus

Hippocampus (body)
Medial prefrontal cortex
Paracentral gyrus
Participants reached within 3 virtual units of the goal in the FPP in
71.61% of the trials (SEM 3.81) and the Survey perspective in 79.29%
of the trials (SEM 3.24). A paired-samples t-test revealed a significant
difference in accuracy between the FPP and Survey perspectives
(t(13) = 2.895, p b 0.05). Participants navigated to the goal location in
6.32 ± 0.06 (SD) seconds on average across all trials.
fMRI connectivity data

To examine functional connections during successful navigation, all
results discussed are comparisons of the navigation phase against the
intertrial interval (ITI) for successful trials. Complete listings of signifi-
cant functional connectivity differences during successful navigation
from either the FPP or Survey perspective by seed region are shown in
Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Functional connections with optic flow sensitive regions during first person
perspective navigation

In the virtual environment, participants had to integrate optic flow
motion cues to accurately monitor the spatial relationship of their cur-
rent position and the goal location during navigation. During FPP navi-
gation compared with the ITI, increased functional connectivity was
observed between regions of the brain that are sensitive to optic flow
motion and the retrosplenial cortex, posterior parietal cortex, hippo-
campus, andmedial prefrontal cortex, which are brain regions previous-
ly noted in human navigational studies (Wolbers et al., 2007; Spiers and
Maguire, 2007; Brown et al., 2010; Baumann and Mattingley, 2010;
Doeller et al., 2010; Brown and Stern, 2014; Sherrill et al., 2013). For a
summary of all brain regions showing significant functional connectivi-
ty with V3A, V6, and hMT+ seed regions at the whole-brain level for
FPP navigation, see Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
m the first person perspective (FPP) and Survey perspective compared with ITI. MNI coor-
clusters survived cluster-threshold correction formultiple comparisons to p b 0.01 with a

Left Right

T MNI x,y,z (mm) T MNI x,y,z (mm)

4.05 −28,−12,−20 2.81 24,−8,−24
2.69 −28,−24,−14 3.92 32,−18,−16
5.80 −2,−52,18 2.81 4,−50,14
2.88 −2,−56,30 4.87 4,−54,30
5.49 −6,−46,34 3.14 10,−50,34
4.83 −36,−74,50
5.85 −54,−68,26 5.15 50,−48,28
4.08 −2,54,−4 4.45 4,58,6
4.61 −26,36,−12 6.72 30,36,−12
10.66 −10,64,26 6.38 14,56,34
7.09 −10,30,52 6.28 24,40,50
6.63 −52,20,−4
4.44 −34,6,−8 5.47 32,8,−10
4.43 −16,−10,−18 3.98 24,−2,−18
5.43 −44,14,−40 4.76 52,8,−34
4.00 −4,−50,10 5.23 2,−52,16
5.16 −2,−52,34 3.70 4,−56,38
3.82 −34,−74,48
6.74 −54,−66,24 4.43 48,−50,24
4.44 −4,52,−6 5.42 2,54,−12
6.29 −6,58,22 5.92 8,56,34
6.52 −46,14,−32 8.82 52,8,−36

6.33 30,−16,70
5.25 52,2,6
4.68 64,−6,14

3.76 −12,−32,64 4.28 22,−28,72
6.14 22,−20,−16
3.20 4,52,−6

4.33 −4,−28,58 3.51 6,−26,60

http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/


Table 2
Brain regions functionally connected with left and right V6 seed regions during navigation from the first person perspective (FPP) and Survey perspective compared with ITI. MNI coor-
dinates reflect cluster-center voxels. T-values reflect a statistical threshold of p b 0.01. Activation clusters survived cluster-threshold correction formultiple comparisons to p b 0.01 with a
minimum cluster size of 145 voxels.

Left Right

Contrast Seed region Area T MNI x,y,z (mm) T MNI x,y,z (mm)

FPP navigation Left V6 Hippocampus (head) 3.15 24,−16,−18
Phase N ITI Hippocampus (body) 3.25 24,−26,−12

Retrosplenial cortex 4.45 −6,−52,16 2.69 6,−50,14
Posterior parietal cortex 4.01 −2,−64,28 4.34 6,−54,26
Precuneus 3.35 −4,−52,34 4.05 4,−50,32
Angular gyrus 6.18 −54,−66,24 5.12 52,−48,26
Medial prefrontal cortex 4.03 −4,56,−6 3.22 2,50,0
Insula 3.87 46,−10,16
Superior frontal gyrus (BA 9) 4.69 −12,62,24 3.98 8,56,34
Amygdala 3.18 18,−6,−16
Middle temporal gyrus/temporal pole 5.13 52,6,−34
Superior temporal gyrus 4.10 56,6,−12
Lateral occipital gyrus 3.25 −58,−64,12 8.39 58,−62,12

Right V6 Hippocampus (head) 3.15 24,−10,−22
Hippocampus (body) 2.76 30,−20,−18
Retrosplenial cortex 3.46 −2,−50,16 3.58 2,−52,18
Precuneus 3.23 −6,−48,34 3.14 −6,−46,34
Angular gyrus 5.85 −56,−64,24 5.98 52,−66,38
Medial prefrontal cortex 5.27 −6,62,−4 4.79 8,56,−12
Orbitofrontal cortex 3.77 −26,36,−12
Superior frontal gyrus (BA 9) 6.41 −4,54,36 4.44 8,58,32
Inferior frontal gyrus 5.56 −48,30,−4
Middle temporal gyrus/temporal pole 5.78 −58,0,−22 6.57 56,12,−32

Survey navigation Left V6 Primary motor cortex/precentral gyrus 5.82 −12,−30,66 5.67 14,−26,64
Phase N ITI Paracentral gyrus 3.84 −6,−26,66 4.35 6,−28,62

Insula 3.72 −38,−22,18 5.25 36,−2,18
Middle temporal gyrus 3.33 62,4,−20
Superior temporal gyrus 4.21 60,−6,−4

Right V6 Primary motor cortex/precentral gyrus 6.88 12,−24,70
Insula 5.81 36,−20,14
Precentral gyrus 7.24 16,−26,72
Paracentral gyrus 4.92 −6,−26,66 4.37 6,−26,62
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V3A connectivity. We observed significant functional connectivity be-
tween our V3A seed regions and brain regions recruited during FPP nav-
igation. Left V3A was significantly connected with the head and body of
the left and right hippocampus and the bilateral posterior parietal cor-
tex during FPP navigation compared to the ITI (Fig. 5A). Left and right
V3A seed regions were both functionally connected with bilateral
retrosplenial cortex and bilateral medial prefrontal cortex during FPP
navigation (Fig. 5A). The results suggest visualmotion processing region
V3A is functionally connected with the hippocampus, retrosplenial
Table 3
Brain regions functionally connected with right human motion complex seed region during n
ITI. MNI coordinates reflect cluster-center voxels. T-values reflect a statistical threshold of p b

to p b 0.01 with a minimum cluster size of 145 voxels.

Contrast Seed region Area

FPP navigation Right hMT+ Hippocampus (head)
Phase N ITI Hippocampus (body)

Retrosplenial cortex
Posterior parietal cortex
Precuneus
Superior parietal lobule
Angular gyrus
Posterior cingulate gyrus
Medial prefrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Superior frontal gyrus (BA 9)
Insula
Middle temporal gyrus/temporal pole

Survey navigation Right hMT+ Primary motor cortex/precentral gyru
Phase N ITI Superior parietal lobule

Paracentral gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus/temporal pole
cortex, posterior parietal cortex, and medial prefrontal cortex during
FPP navigation.

V6 connectivity. Our results demonstrate that the V6 seed regions are
functionally connected with brain regions recruited during successful
goal-directed navigation. Left and Right V6 seed regions were both sig-
nificantly connected with the head and body of the right hippocampus
during FPP navigation compared to the ITI (Fig. 5B). Additionally, left
and right V6 seed regions were functionally connected with bilateral
avigation from the first person perspective (FPP) and Survey perspective compared with
0.01. Activation clusters survived cluster-threshold correction for multiple comparisons

Left Right

T MNI x,y,z (mm) T MNI x,y,z (mm)

4.66 28,−6,−24
3.48 28,−24,−16

3.03 −2,−54,12 5.23 4,−50,18
4.61 −2,−64,26 3.78 4,−58,34
3.36 −4,−54,34 4.35 4,−50,36

4.48 40,−26,58
6.85 −46,−72,38 5.67 56,−60,30
4.68 −4,−34,36 3.60 6,−30,34
6.50 −2,46,−4 6.16 2,48,−6
5.08 −34,38,−14
4.40 −10,54,34 7.35 10,54,36

5.02 40,−10,10
6.42 −46,14,−34 10.52 54,6,−36

s 4.05 36,−16,64
4.42 38,−22,48

5.27 −6,−24,64 6.05 8,−26,66
3.63 60,4,−20



Fig. 5. Optic flow sensitive regions are functionally connected with brain regions supporting first person perspective (FPP) navigation. Sagittal and coronal images of regions functionally
connectedwith A) The left and right V3A seed regions during FPP navigation. B) The left and right V6 seed regions during FPP navigation. C) The right hMT+ seed region during FPP nav-
igation. Green circles indicate hippocampal activations. Red circles indicate retrosplenial cortex (RSC) activations. Purple circles indicate posterior parietal cortex (PPC) activations. Blue
circles indicate medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) activations. Functional connectivity analysis images have a statistical threshold of p b 0.01 corrected for multiple comparisons with a clus-
ter extent of 145 voxels.
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retrosplenial cortex and bilateral medial prefrontal cortex during suc-
cessful FPP navigation (Fig. 5B). Finally, the left V6 seed regionwas func-
tionally connected with the bilateral posterior parietal region. These
findings further support the functional interaction between optic flow
sensitive regions, including cortical area V6, and navigationally respon-
sive regions including the hippocampus, retrosplenial cortex, andmedi-
al prefrontal cortex.

hMT+ connectivity. During FPP navigation requiring self-motion cues
from optic flow to update position in the environment, functional con-
nections were found between the human motion complex (hMT+)
and brain regions recruited for successful goal-directed navigation. In-
creased functional connectivity was found between the right hMT+
seed and the right head and body of the hippocampus during successful
FPP navigation inwhich the participant successfully reached the goal lo-
cation compared to the ITI (Fig. 5C). Bilateral retrosplenial cortex, poste-
rior parietal cortex, and medial prefrontal cortex were also functionally
connectedwith the right hMT+ seed region. These results suggest optic
flow sensitive region hMT+ is functionally connected with the hippo-
campus, retrosplenial cortex, and posterior parietal cortex during FPP
navigation.

Functional connections with optic flow sensitive regions during Survey
perspective navigation

During the Survey perspective navigation phase, visual flow was
minimal as the vehicle driven by our participants was the only move-
ment simulated on the screen. From the Survey perspective, the partic-
ipant was able to see a large portion of the environment and the vehicle
they were controlling from a high vantage point. Tracking position in
the environment via self-motion cues was not required in the Survey
perspective in contrast to its use in FPP navigation. Instead, simply pro-
cessing the visual scene and making motor responses was all that was
required for participants to successfully navigate to an encoded goal
location. Our results demonstrate increased functional connectivity be-
tween visual cortical areas V3A, V6, and hMT+and primary and supple-
mentary motor cortices during Survey perspective navigation
compared to the ITI (Fig. 6). This finding was not unexpected since we
contrasted the navigation phase, which required button responses to
navigate, with an intertrial interval in which button responses were
not performed. The results also demonstrate that the right V3A seed re-
gion was significantly connected with the body of the right hippo-
campus and the medial prefrontal cortex during Survey perspective
navigation compared to the ITI (Fig. 6A). A summary of brain regions
functionally connected with V3A, V6, and hMT+ seed regions at the
whole-brain level for successful navigation from the Survey perspective
are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Discussion

We examined functional connections between optic flow regions
V3A, V6, and the human motion complex (hMT+) and navigationally
responsive brain regions during first person perspective (FPP) naviga-
tion. Perception of egocentric flow motion is a critical aspect of vi-
suospatial cognition, as humans rely on processing of visual input
continuously as they navigate through their environment. Computa-
tional models indicate that optic flow provides information about ego-
centric (navigator-centered) motion which influences firing patterns
in spatially-tuned cells during rodent navigation (Fig. 1; Raudies et al.,
2012; Raudies and Hasselmo, 2012). Here, we demonstrate a functional
link between optic flow regions and navigation regions in humans. Spe-
cifically, our results demonstrate a significant functional relationship
between optic flow sensitive regions V6, V3A, and the human motion
complex (hMT+) and areas important for FPP navigation, including
the hippocampus, retrosplenial cortex, posterior parietal cortex, and
medial prefrontal cortex.



Fig. 6.Optic flow sensitive regions are functionally connectedwith the primarymotor cor-
tices during Survey navigation. Sagittal images of regions functionally connected with
A) The left and right V3A seed regions during Survey perspective navigation. B) The left
and right V6 seed regions during Survey perspective navigation. C) The right hMT+
seed region during Survey perspective navigation. Light blue circles indicate primary
motor cortex activations. Green circles indicate hippocampal activations. Functional con-
nectivity analysis images have a statistical threshold of p b 0.01 corrected for multiple
comparisons with a cluster extent of 145 voxels.
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The role of optic flow responsive areas in processing egocentric movement

Visual information about one'smovement in relation to the environ-
ment, known as egocentric motion, is essential to track adjustments in
position and orientation during navigation. Although other cues for
self-motion, such as vestibular input, proprioception, and efferent
copies of motor commands, are present during everyday movement,
the primary cue for self-motion in virtual environments is optic flow.
Previous retinotopic mapping and fMRI studies in humans have
established a continuum of several motion-selective regions, including
cortical areas V3A, V6, and hMT+ (Tootell et al., 1997; Seiffert et al.,
2003; Pitzalis et al., 2006, 2010; Duffy, 2009; Cardin and Smith, 2010).
Our optic flow paradigm demonstrated activity within areas V3A, V6,
and hMT+, consistent with these earlier studies. These brain regions
process coherent flow motion similar to visual input from self-motion
cues during first person spatial navigation. Cortical region V3A is highly
responsive to processing objective visual motion and discarding self-
induced planar retinal motion (Fischer et al., 2012). Cortical region V6
has been characterized as highly selective for coherent motion cues
indicative of self-motion (Pitzalis et al., 2010) and is more responsive
to egocentric motion than other types of coherent motion (Cardin and
Smith, 2010). hMT+ extracts coherent motion cues selective for self-
motion and has been implicated in perceiving heading direction
(Peuskens et al., 2001). Thus, we predicted a functional link between
these optic flow sensitive regions and brain regions recruited for FPP
navigation, which depend on self-motion cues to update position and
orientation.

Optic flow sensitive regions are functionally connected with brain regions
supporting first person perspective navigation

Path integration, the ability to integrate perceived self-motion to up-
date knowledge of current position and orientation, is a fundamental
mechanism of spatial navigation. Path integration tracks changes in
position and orientation (Wolbers et al., 2007), provides vector knowl-
edge of motion relative to a location (Weiner et al., 2011), and can be
used to navigate in an environment towards an intended goal or
remembered location (Sherrill et al., 2013; Kalia et al., 2013). Although
everyday navigation often relies on landmarks, path integration is an
underlying process that updates representations of position and orien-
tation based on self-motion perceptual signals when landmarks may
not be present or reliable (May and Klatzky, 2000; Foo et al., 2005).
While not necessarily requiring path integration, per se, successful
navigation in the present task relied on similar components, including
updating position and orientation to a goal location based on self-
motion cues in a landmark-free environment. Our results indicate that
optic flow sensitive regions were functionally connected with brain re-
gions recruited during navigation using path integration mechanisms.
These results demonstrate significant functional connections between
the retrosplenial cortex (RSC) and left and right V3A and V6 and right
hMT+ seed regions during FPP navigation. Rodents with RSC le-
sions exhibit a deficit in path integration when visual cues are not
provided, suggesting that the RSC is important for path integration
when incorporating visuospatial information with positioning
updates (Cooper et al., 2001; Cooper and Mizumori, 2001; Pothuizen
et al., 2008; Elduayen and Save, 2014). Head direction cells have also
been observed in the rodent RSC (Chen et al., 1994; Cho and Sharp,
2001), suggesting that this region could support tracking head
orientation. Recent human neuroimaging studies have indicated
the RSC integrates self-motion cues during navigation with route-
based spatial information (Wolbers and Buchel, 2005), directs
movement towards a goal location (Epstein, 2008), and is sensitive
to heading direction (Baumann and Mattingley, 2010; Marchette
et al., 2014). Functional connections found here between optic
flow sensitive regions and the RSC further establish a role for the
RSC in updating position and orientation based on visual cues
from optic flow.

In previous work, Sherrill et al. (2013) demonstrated that the
posterior parietal cortex (PPC) was recruited during successful FPP
navigation relying on self-motion processing. The current study
demonstrates that the PPC has functional connections with left
V3A, left V6 and right hMT+ during FPP navigation. Studies measur-
ing single unit activity in primates (Sato et al., 2006) and hemody-
namic responses in humans (Maguire et al., 1998; Rosenbaum
et al., 2004; Spiers and Maguire, 2006) have suggested that the PPC
plays a critical role in navigation by integrating position and self-
movement information. Cells in the rodent PPC encode precise self-
motion and acceleration states during free roaming in an open
arena (Whitlock et al., 2012). Human neuroimaging data demon-
strates that PPC was recruited during navigation to a goal suggesting
a role in the coding and monitoring of response-based spatial infor-
mation concerning distant locations (Spiers and Maguire, 2006;
Spiers and Barry, 2015). The functional connections identified here
between optic flow sensitive regions and the PPC may support inte-
gration of self-motion cues and planned route actions.

Another key finding in the present study was that left V3A, left and
right V6, and right hMT+ seed regions had functional connections
with the head and body of the right hippocampus during FPP navigation
compared to the ITI. Functional connections between the hippocampus
and optic flow regions during FPP navigation is consistent with com-
putational models indicating that self-motion cues from optic flow
might underlie coding of spatial position by grid cells and border cells
in structures providing input to the hippocampus (Raudies et al.,
2012; Raudies and Hasselmo, 2012). Some human lesion studies have
not supported the idea that the hippocampus is necessary for path inte-
gration (Shrager et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2013), yet other neuropsycho-
logical studies found that patients with right hippocampal lesions had
impairments in path integration without visual cues (Worsley et al.,
2001; Philbeck et al., 2004). Additional patient studies have indicated
that navigators with hippocampal lesions rely on extrahippocampal
processes (context cues, object recognition) to support performance of
landmark-based navigation (Kessels et al., 2011). The current study's
results indicate that the hippocampus in conjunction with functional
connections to optic flow sensitive regions plays a crucial role in using
self-motion for FPP navigation.

Functional connections between bilateral V3A and V6 and right
hMT+ seed regions and the medial prefrontal cortex were also found
during successful FPP navigation compared to the ITI. Medial prefrontal
involvement in the current task is consistent with its role in spatial
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working memory (Wolbers et al., 2007; Arnold et al., 2014) and route
navigation tasks (Spiers and Maguire, 2007). Wolbers et al. (2007)
suggested that visual path integration is linked through interplay of
self-motion processing in hMT+, higher-level spatial processes in the
hippocampus, and spatial working memory in the medial prefrontal
cortex. In support of that claim, our results establish a functional con-
nection between right hMT+, the right hippocampus, and the bilateral
medial prefrontal cortex during FPP navigation requiring path integra-
tion mechanisms.
Functional connections with optic flow sensitive regions during survey
perspective navigation

When navigating in the Survey perspective, participants simply
navigated the vehicle via the button box to the goal locationmaintained
in short-term memory. During Survey perspective navigation, visual
flow was minimal since the vehicle driven by our participants was the
only movement on the screen. Tracking position in the environment
via self-motion cues was not required as it was in FPP navigation. We
found increased functional connectivity between visual cortical areas
V3A, V6, and hMT+ and the primary motor cortex during Survey
perspective navigation compared to the ITI. The contrast between the
Survey perspective results and FPP results further strengthens our
conclusion of functional interplay during FPP navigation between
optic flow sensitive regions and brain regions required for navigation.
Interestingly, our results demonstrated that the right V3A seed region
demonstrated increased functional connectivity with the body of the
right hippocampus and the rightmedial prefrontal cortex during Survey
perspective navigation compared to the ITI. The functional connection
between right V3A, hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex may
represent a functional integration of encoded spatial information re-
quired to implement a successful route towards a goal location, even
when not tied to self-motion.
Conclusions

A functional link between optic flow sensitive regions and naviga-
tionally responsive regions has not yet been established in animals or
humans. The current study provides this functional link. Previous neu-
roimaging research has established that cortical areas V3A, V6, and
hMT+ process optic flow. Here, we examined functional connections
between these optic flow sensitive regions and brain regions known
to be important for navigation. The results demonstrate that goal-
directed navigation requiring path integration mechanisms involves a
cooperative interaction between optic flow sensitive regions V3A, V6,
and hMT+ and the hippocampus, retrosplenial, posterior parietal and
medial prefrontal cortices. These functional connections suggest a dy-
namic interaction between self-motion processing and navigationally
responsive systems to support goal-directed navigation.
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